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STRATEGIC MARKETING
Tutor Dr. George Balabanis, senior lecturer
Objectives
This course examines recent developments in marketing thinking and market strategy
development. It focuses on the dynamic aspects of market strategy development and
current issues such as relationship and Internet marketing. The course will try to give
you practical experience on how to develop and adjust strategies in an integrative
manner through the use of a simulation exercise.
The main objectives of the course are to:
• introduce you to a systematic way of thinking about developing marketing
strategies
• familiarise you with current advances practices in marketing strategy
• to help you develop your analytical and problem-solving skills in marketing
Upon completion of the course you should be able:
• to appreciate market strategies as well the processes underlying the development
of marketing strategies
• to identify, analyse and put together what is needed to develop sound strategies
• to make and implement sound marketing decisions in a dynamic environment
Textbook
The textbook for this course is:
Peter R. Dickson (1997) “Marketing Management, 2nd edition”, Dryden Press, £28
Assessment strategy
Your performance will be assessed on the following elements:
Exam
Marketing simulation, reports and presentation
Class attendance, class participation, and miscellaneous efforts
Marketing simulation
The simulation will be based on the following text:
James, Stuart W., Thomas C. Kinnear and Michael Deighan (2001), PharmaSim: A
Brand Management Simulation. Charlottesville VA: Interpretive Software, Inc.
The simulation will be played by groups of 5 to 6 students. Please make sure you
have a group by week 2.
Each group will have to prepare and submit two written reports and to make a
presentation. The reports include: (1) a 4 to 6 pages memo to an imaginary brand
manager that succeeds you in the game and (2) a "learning outcome brief" which
highlights what you have learned from the exercise (1-2 pages). Submission deadline
for the reports is week 9; one day before the first set of presentations
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Planned Activities
In you course schedule there is a list of activities for each lecture. Please prepare them
before you come to class. This will save a lot of valuable time and increase the
learning experience. However, as the completion of each activity depends on the level
of preparation and how fast the class works, it is likely that we may not be able to
complete some of them. Moreover, to maintain some flexibility, there may be some
alteration in these activities. In any case, you will be informed for any changes by
email so make sure that you check you email regularly
Course Schedule
Please note that the schedule below is meant to be flexible. Although I will make a
good faith effort to cover all of the material listed below, this may not be possible. A
rather extensive additional readings list is provided, but it is only for those who wish
to get a deeper knowledge of the covered areas.
Session 1

INTRODUCTION TO COURSE- CONVENTIONAL AND NEW
APPROACHES TO MARKETING
▪ evolution of marketing thought
▪ the new marketing environment
▪ the necessity for new approach
▪ competitive rationality theory
Essential Reading
Dickson chapter 1
Additional reading (optional)
Philip Kotler, Dipak C. Jain, and Suvit Maesincee (2002) “Marketing
Moves: A New Approach to Profits, Growth, and Renewal “ Harvard
Business School Press, Boston
Dynamic strategic thinking, By: Dickson Peter R, Paul W Farris and
Willem J M I Verbeke Journal of the Academy of Marketing Science, 2001
vol.29, no.3, available online at Lexis-Nexis (need to login first)
Marketing 202: What the Gurus are telling us today.; By: Billington, Jim., Harvard
Management Update, Jan99, Vol. 4 Issue 1, p8, 2p, available online at Business
Source Premier
Marketing Management in Changing Times.; By: Webster, Frederick E.., Marketing
Management, Jan/Feb2002, Vol. 11 Issue 1, p18, 6p, available online at Business
Source Premier

Planned activities
Discussion: Torment your customers (they'll love it).; By: Brown, Stephen.,
Harvard Business Review, Oct2001, Vol. 79 Issue 9, p82, available online at
Business Source Premier

Session 2

GENERAL APPROACHES TO STRATEGY MAKING AND PLANNING
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▪
▪
▪

what is strategy and what planning
how strategies are developed
what is wrong with traditional strategic planning

Essential Reading
The Strategy Concept I: Five Ps For Strategy. By: Mintzberg, Henry., California
Management Review, Fall87, Vol. 30 Issue 1, p11, 14p; , available online at Business
Source Premier
The fall and rise of strategic planning.; By: Mintzberg, Henry., Harvard Business
Review, Jan/Feb94, Vol. 72 Issue 1, p107, 8p; , available online at Business Source
Premier

Dickson chapter 2
Additional reading (optional)
The Future of Strategy: Historic Prologue.; By: Oliver, Richard W.., Journal of
Business Strategy, Jul/Aug2002, Vol. 23 Issue 4, p6, 4p, , available online at
Business Source Premier
The pitfalls of strategic planning.; By: Mintzberg, Henry., California Management
Review, Fall93, Vol. 36 Issue 1, p32, 16p; , available online at Business Source
Premier
Reflecting on the Strategy Process.; By: Mintzberg, Henry; Lampel, Joseph., Sloan
Management Review, Spring99, Vol. 40 Issue 3, p21, 10p, , available online at
Business Source Premier
The Strategy Concept II: Another Look at Why Organizations Need Strategies. By:
Mintzberg, Henry., California Management Review, Fall87, Vol. 30 Issue; , available
online at Business Source Premier
Making strategy: Learning by doing.; By: Christensen, Clayton M.., Harvard
Business Review, Nov/Dec97, Vol. 75 Issue 6, p141, 9p; available online at Business
Source Premier
Discovery-driven planning.; By: McGrath, Rita Gunther; MacMillan, Ian C.., Harvard
Business Review, Jul/Aug95, Vol. 73 Issue 4, p44, 9p; available online at Business
Source Premier
Strategy under uncertainty.; By: Courtney, Hugh; Kirkland, Jane., Harvard Business
Review, Nov/Dec97, Vol. 75 Issue 6, p67, 14p, available online at Business Source
Premier

Planned activities
Discussion: Should Strategy Makers Become Dream Weavers?; By: Stopford,
John., Harvard Business Review, Jan2001, Vol. 79 Issue 1, p165, 5p available online
at Business Source Premier

Session 3

SUBMIT LISTS WITH NAMES OF MEMBERS IN EACH GROUP
INTRODUCTION TO THE PHARMASIM SIMULATION
THE MARKETING STRATEGY MAKING PROCESS
▪ marketing decision making
▪ how marketing strategy is integrated to the business strategy
▪ who and how should develop marketing strategies
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▪

the annual marketing planning

Essential Reading
Dickson chapter 2
Additional reading (optional)
Strategic Marketing Planning for Radically New Products.; By: Cooper, Lee G..,
Journal of Marketing, Jan2000, Vol. 64 Issue 1, p1, 16p; available online at Business
Source Premier
Strategic Marketing Planning: Theory, Practice and Research Agendas.; By:
McDonald, Malcolm., Journal of Marketing Management, Jan-Apr96, Vol. 12 Issue
1-3, p5, 23p; available online at Business Source Premier
Fast-cycle decision making.; By: Prewitt, Edward., Harvard Management Update,
Aug98, Vol. 3 Issue 8, p8, available online at Business Source Premier
Speed and Strategic Choice: How Managers Accelerate Decision Making.; By:
Eisenhardt, Kathleen M.., California Management Review, Spring90, Vol. 32 Issue
3, p39; available online at Business Source Premier
Teamwork at the top.; By: Herb, Erika; Leslie, Keith; Price, Colin., McKinsey
Quarterly, 2001 Issue 2, p32, 12p, available online at Business Source Premier
Decision Making: It's Not What You Think.; By: Mintzberg, Henry; Westley,
Frances., MIT Sloan Management Review, Spring2001, Vol. 42 Issue 3, p89, 5p;
available online at Business Source Premier
What You Don't Know About Making Decisions.; By: Garvin, David A.; Roberto,
Michael A.., Harvard Business Review, Sep2001, Vol. 79 Issue 8, p108, 9p;
available online at Business Source Premier

Session 4

Planned activities
Prepare question 10 of chapter 2
ANALYSING THE MARKETING ENVIRONMENT 1 ORGANISATION AND COMPETITORS (in two sessions)
▪ auditing marketing strengths
▪ the role of vision and corporate culture
▪ core competencies
▪ identifying and analysing competitors
▪ anticipate competitor moves
Essential Reading
Dickson chapters 4 and 6
Additional reading (optional)
D’Aveni, Richard A. (1994), Hypercompetition: Managing the Dynamics of
Strategic Maneuvering, Free Press
Oster S. (1994), Modern Competitive Analysis, Oxford, 2nd edition
Evaluate your company with 'marketing due diligence'.; Harvard Management
Update, May99, Vol. 4 Issue 5, p3, 3p; available online at Business Source Premier
A Rules-Based Approach to Competitive Interaction.; By: Thomas, Gloria P.;
Soldow, Gary F.., Journal of Marketing, Apr88, Vol. 52 Issue 2, p63, 12p.; available
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online at Business Source Premier
It's the third millennium: Do you know where your competitor is?; By: Nolan III, John
A.., Journal of Business Strategy, Nov/Dec99, Vol. 20 Issue 6, p11, 5p; available
online at Business Source Premier
Managing Competitive Interactions. ; By: Clark, Bruce H.., Marketing Management,
Fall/Winter98, Vol. 7 Issue 4, p8, 13p, available online at Business Source Premier
Invisible Competition: Some Lessons Learned.; By: Fox, Kenneth A.., Journal of
Business Strategy, Jul/Aug2001, Vol. 22 Issue 4, p36, 3p; available online at
Business Source Premier
How to Identify Your Enemies Before They Destroy You.; By: Rafii, Farshad;
Kampas, Paul J.., Harvard Business Review, Nov2002, Vol. 80 Issue 11, p115, 9p;
available online at Business Source Premier

Planned activities
Prepare questions 1 and 8 of chapter 6
Session 5

ANALYSING COMPETITION (continued) AND CHANNELS
▪ Trends in marketing channels
▪ analysing channels and channel relationships
▪ The role of the Internet
▪ auditing main marketing channels
Essential Reading
Dickson chapters 7
Additional reading (optional)
Researching channels.; By: Wyner, Gordon., Marketing Research, Summer95, Vol.
7 Issue 3, p42, 3p; available online at Business Source Premier
Changing Channels: The Impact of the Internet on Distribution Strategy.; By: Pitt,
Leyland; Berthon, Pierre., Business Horizons, Mar/Apr99, Vol. 42 Issue 2, p19, 10p;
available online at Business Source Premier
Make Your Dealers Your Partners.; By: Fites, Donald V.., Harvard Business
Review, Mar/Apr96, Vol. 74 Issue 2, p84, 12p; available online at Business Source
Premier
Rethinking distribution: Adaptive channels.; By: Narus, James A.; Anderson, James
C.., Harvard Business Review, Jul/Aug96, Vol. 74 Issue 4, p112; available online at
Business Source Premier
Contextual Marketing.; By: Kenny, David; Marshall, John F.., Harvard Business
Review, Nov/Dec2000, Vol. 78 Issue 6, p119, 7p, available online at Business Source
Premier
How to acquire customers on the web.; By: Hoffman, Donna L.; Novak, Thomas P..,
Harvard Business Review, May/Jun2000, Vol. 78 Issue 3, p179, 7p; available online
at Business Source Premier
The Old Pillars of New Retailing.; By: Berry, Leonard L.., Harvard Business Review,
Apr2001, Vol. 79 Issue 4, p131, 7p, available online at Business Source Premier

Planned activities
Question 17 of chapter 7.
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Session 6

ANALYSING CONSUMERS. MARKET SEGMENTATION
▪ Understanding consumers
▪ segmenting and analysing the market - an integrated process
Essential reading
Dickson chapters 5
Additional reading (optional)
Segmentation Architecture.; By: Wyner, Gordon A.., Marketing Management,
Mar/Apr2002, Vol. 11 Issue 2, p6, 2p; available online at Business Source Premier
The Buzz on Buzz.; By: Dye, Renee., Harvard Business Review, Nov/Dec2000, Vol.
78 Issue 6, p139, 8p, available online at Business Source Premier

Planned activities
Prepare question 14 of chapter 5 and if time allows
Discussion: Is Something Rotten In Segmentation?; By: Gibson, Lawrence D..,
Marketing Research, Spring2001, Vol. 13 Issue 1, p20, 6p

Session 7

MARKET RESEARCH -AND MARKETING INTELLIGENCE
▪ deciding which type of market research technique to use
▪ market research in hypercompetitive environments
▪ how collected information is used
Essential Reading
Dickson chapter 3
Rx for Marketing Research.; By: Mahajan, Vijay; Wind, Jerry., Marketing Research,
Fall99, Vol. 11 Issue 3, p6, 8p, available online at Business Source Premier

Additional reading (optional)
Turning Marketing Research High-Tech.; By: Sultan, Fareena; Barczak, Gloria.,
Marketing Management, Winter99, Vol. 8 Issue 4, p24, 7p, available online at
Business Source Premier
Taking a road trip. (cover story); By: McQuarrie, Edward F.., Marketing
Management, Spring95, Vol. 3 Issue 4, p8, 13p; available online at Business Source
Premier
Spend a day in the life of your customers.; By: Gouillart, Francis J.; Sturdivant,
Frederick D.., Harvard Business Review, Jan/Feb94, Vol. 72 Issue 1, p116, 10p,
available online at Business Source Premier
Are You Reaching Your Customers?; By: Bierck, Richard., Harvard Management
Communication Letter, Dec2000, Vol. 3 Issue 12, p4, 2p; available online at Business
Source Premier
Toward strategic intelligence systems.; By: Montgomery, David B.; Weinberg,
Charles B.., Marketing Management, Winter98, Vol. 6 Issue 4, p44, 9p, available
online at Business Source Premier

Planned activities
Prepare questions 4 and 5 of chapter 3
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Session 8

TARGETTING, POSITIONING, DEVELOPING AND MANAGING
OFFERS - PRODUCT DIFFERENTIATION AND BRANDING
▪ identifying customers to serve
▪ identifying a positioning
▪ differentiating products and services
▪ assessing feasibility of identified position
▪ measuring and developing brand equity
Essential Reading
Dickson chapter 9
Building Customer-Based Brand Equity. By: Keller, Kevin Lane., Marketing
Management, Jul/Aug2001, Vol. 10 Issue 2, p14, 6p, available online at Business
Source Premier
Managing Brands for the Long Run: Brand Reinforcement and Revitalization
Strategies.; By: Keller, Kevin Lane., California Management Review, Spring99, Vol.
41 Issue 3, p102, 23p available online at Business Source Premier

Additional reading (optional)
Market segmentation: A strategic management tool.; By: Johnson, Richard M..,
Marketing Management, Spring95, Vol. 3 Issue 4, p49, 5p, available online at
Business Source Premier
Customer Selection.; By: Wyner, Gordon A.., Marketing Research, Spring2000, Vol.
12 Issue 1, p42, 3p, available online at Business Source Premier
The ABCs of positioning.; By: Lautman, Martin R.., Marketing Research, Winter93,
Vol. 5 Issue 1, p12, 7p, 4
Got Emotional Product Positioning?; By: Mahajan, Vijay; Wind, Yoram (Jerry).,
Marketing Management, May/Jun2002, Vol. 11 Issue 3, p36, 6p, available online at
Business Source Premier
Discovering new points of differentiation.; By: MacMillan, Ian C.; McGrath, Rita
Gunther., Harvard Business Review, Jul/Aug97, Vol. 75 Issue 4, p133 available
online at Business Source Premier
What High-Tech Managers Need to Know About Brands.; By: Ward, Scott; Light,
Larry; Goldstine, Jonathan., Harvard Business Review, Jul/Aug99, Vol. 77 Issue 4,
p85, 11p, available online at Business Source Premier
Demystifying brand equity.; By: Teas, R. Kenneth; Grapentine, Terry H.., Marketing
Research, Summer96, Vol. 8 Issue 2, p24, 6p, 1 available online at Business Source
Premier
Brand leverage power: The critical role of brand balance.; By: Lane, Vicki R..,
Business Horizons, Jan/Feb98, Vol. 41 Issue 1, p75, 10p available online at Business
Source Premier
Your brand's best strategy.; By: Vishwanath, Vijay; Mark, Jonathan., Harvard
Business Review, May/Jun97, Vol. 75 Issue 3, p123, 7p, available online at Business
Source Premier
Market Segmentation, Product Differentiation, and Marketing Strategy. By: Dickson,
Peter R.; Ginter, James L.., Journal of Marketing, Apr87, Vol. 51 Issue 2 available
online at Business Source Premier

Planned activities
Prepare questions, 8 14 and 23 of chapter 9
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Session 9
Session 10

PRESENTATIONS (groups #1-5) (depending on number of students taking
the class)
PRESENTATIONS (groups #6-10), REVISION

PHARMASIM SIMULATION
Learning objectives
The learning objective of this simulation like any other simulation games is
"experiential learning" or learning by doing. Specifically the main objectives of the
simulation exercise are to help you:
•

Understand the main duties and responsibilities involved in managing
a brand;

•

Apply marketing theories and analytic tools in dealing with the
problems related to the management of a brand or brand portfolio;

•

Think analytically, creatively, critically, practically and above all in an
integrated manner about marketing decision making;

Class arrangements -Rules of Engagement
Each team will receive the PharmaSim and manual software and will be responsible
for "Allround", an OTC (over-the-counter) cold medicine. You will be responsible for
managing the brand for ten periods (period 0 to Period 9) (each period is an entire
year).
Each one of you will work as a member of a team of 5-6 students
Pharmasim should be run directly off the floppy disk.
All teams will use Scenario 2 and use the "Default" simulation level (File>
Simulation level). You will start out as Brand Assistants. Before Period 2, you should
get automatically promoted to Assistant Brand Manager. If for some reason, you do
not get promoted, promote yourself by changing the Simulation Level. As you enter
Period 5, you should again get promoted, this time to Brand Manager. If this does not
happen automatically, promote yourselves to Brand Manager before you make
decisions for Period 5 by changing the simulation level. Note that this allows
everyone to start off with the same position in the marketplace as in charge of the
Allaround brand, and each team will have to deal with the same decisions as you
proceed through the different periods.
Before you make any decisions, it is important that you carefully consider the
available information and analyse the case just as you would for any case. Thus, you
need to prepare a written description of what your initial strategy will be for the first
period and your rationale for those decisions. Please note that all of the information
examples in section 2 apply to the first period (Period 0), so you have all that
information for free. However, you have to buy most of this information in the
subsequent periods. Do not buy any research reports in Period 0.
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Decisions
The decisions you have to make vary from level to level are highlighted in the case's
manual. They include: a manufacturer's suggested retail price and the level of any
volume discounts as well as the discounts you give to wholesalers; an advertising
budget, selected advertising agency, and the relative emphasis on four types of ad
messages; a promotions budget with allocations to co-operative advertising and three
types of consumer promotions; and the sales force, including how many sales people
allocated to five different types of retail stores as well as to wholesale and indirect
support functions.
Budget constraints
Your total budget across advertising, promotions, and sales will be constrained by a
total available budget. (This annual budget may change in subsequent years, and any
unspent budget will be added to profits). For each of these decisions, including the
ones about price, indicate your reasons based on your analysis of the current strengths
and weaknesses of Allstar and its brand Allaround, the case, and your overall strategy.
Memo to the Successor
The decision for EACH period should be accompanied by a brief report justifying
your decision and highlighting your objectives. These reports (one for every period)
will be put together and appended to your "Memo to the Successor".
The purpose of this is to make you to think carefully about the case, carefully
consider and analyse the available information (including all that is in sections 1 and 2
of the manual), and commit yourselves to a plan before you get caught up in the
details of making and inputting decisions and getting your results. This will help you
not to lose perspective throughout the multitude of decisions you have to make. It is
important that for each period, keep track of not only what you did but also your
rationale and what you concluded from the results.
You have also to consider what measures of effectiveness you believe to be important
and why they are important. These measures may be taken from various company
reports, market results (both free reports and those for which a fee must be paid), and
the consumer survey.
Each group should prepare a 4-6 pages typewritten memo (excluding appendices)
addressed to the Brand Manager who will take over the business in year 11 (Period
10). The purpose of this memo is to summarise your decisions over the ten years and
how they changed over that period. Very briefly you have to describe what you tried
to accomplish (objectives), why you did what you did (basis of strategy), what were
the outcomes of your decisions, how you reacted, etc. What surprised you? What
worked and what did not? What advice would you give? What variables did you
monitor that proved useful; what was not useful? What measures of success did you
add to what you monitored and why? It might be useful to break down this
chronological description by the various decision areas (e.g., pricing, advertising,
promotion, distribution, competition, etc.).
In your memo you should also include as appendix:
• The reports justifying your decision for EACH period (it can be hand-written)
• print outs of the "Administrator's Report" (FILE) for EACH period and
• the floppy disk with all of your decisions (backup files). This disk will be
used to evaluate your performance and decisions. Original disk (clearly
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labelled with the names of the groups) should be handed in separately in week
9 (before presentations)
IMPORTANT. DO NOT FORGET
• to print out the Administrator's Reports after each period's decisions have
been made and before you advance the next period. You have to append all
of them at your memo to the successor. Printouts of the report also can be used
as a back up to reconstruct your decisions in case the system crashes or other
problems (damaged disks, wrong entries, etc.)
• Use the same PharmaSim disk to record all of your decisions for each
period. You will need to hand it in together with your "Memo to the
Successor". If possible, make a copy of this disk before you hand in the
original.
Learning Outcome Brief and Presentation
In addition to the above you have to hand in a one-page report on what you have
learned from the PharmaSim case. You should explain what would you do differently
if you could replay the simulation? What lessons you have learned about marketing?
You might comment on not only general lessons about how and why various
marketing tactics work but how tactics should vary by the situation facing different
brands.
Each group will have up to 15 minutes (timed) to give an oral presentation of their
experience, in weeks 9 and 10, respectively.
Marking
Your mark will be based on the following:
RESULTS (50%)
• the cumulative ten year financial results;
• the cumulative financial results of the last four years
REPORTS AND PRESENTATION (50%)
• the logic and analysis of your year to year strategy and tactics (memo);
• the number and quality (i.e., level of detail, insight, and uniqueness) of your
conclusions about what you learned (learning outcome brief) and
• the quality of oral presentation
Class schedule
Week 2
Formation of groups
Week 3
Week 9

Week 10

Brief presentation of the case and simulation rules.
Submission of "Memo to the Successor" and learning outcome reports,
floppy disk (clearly labelled) and manual Presentations for the first set
of groups
Presentations for the second set of groups

Manual for the simulation
James, Stuart W., Thomas C. Kinnear and Michael Deighan (2001), PharmaSim: A
Brand Management Simulation. Charlottesville VA: Interpretive Software, Inc.
10

Your lecturer
George Balabanis holds a BSc(Hons) in Business Studies from the University of
Piraeus (Greece) and a PhD in marketing from the University of Strathclyde. His
doctoral research was on the antecedents of international trade intermediaries’ export
performance. He is currently working on several projects like country of origin
effects, consumer ethnocentrism, Internet marketing and relationship marketing. His
research has been published at the Journal Of International Business Studies, British
Journal of Management, Journal of Global Marketing, European Journal of
Marketing, Journal of Business Strategies, Journal of Marketing Management,
European Business Review and conference proceedings. Before joining CUBS as
senior lecturer he has worked in the power generation industry and has lectured at the
University of Wales at Swansea
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Objectives

Introduction to
Marketing

A HISTORICAL PERSPECTIVE TO
MARKETING STRATEGY

I. The classical years (1910 -1950)
• descriptive work, checklists ,emphasis on
aggregate market behaviour
• development of new concepts and issues (e.g.,
product differentiation, and issues in
advertising, pricing and distribution)
• the strategic objective: budgeting and control

A HISTORICAL PERSPECTIVE TO
MARKETING STRATEGY
III. The adaptive years (1971-1982)
(the Strategic Planning School of thought)
• emphasis on: achieving and sustaining competitive
advantage, repositioning, entering and divesting product
markets and optimal resource allocation among product
markets
• focus on an in-depth understanding of the environment
including competition
• focus on competition and ways to gain competitive
advantage by “adapting” to changing environment
• misplaced overemphasis on market share as the main
strategic objective

• To trace the evolution of marketing thinking
• to understand the changing role of
marketing in the current environments
• to introduce a new a approach of marketing
thinking

A HISTORICAL PERSPECTIVE TO
MARKETING STRATEGY

II.The managerial years (1951-69)
• introduce “marketing-mix-management” as a
co-ordinated, integrated function
• environment was considered as
uncontrollable
• emphasis on long-range planning

A HISTORICAL PERSPECTIVE TO
MARKETING STRATEGY

IV The proactive years (1983-today)
The Strategic Thinking
• critical thinking
• focus on entrepreneurship inside and outside the
organisation
• focus on the creation of opportunities by being
proactive and innovative at every decision-making
level
• the main premise is that firms can manage and
shape their environments

The main concepts of marketing

•Customer orientation
•the synergy concept
•The product life cycle
concept

• Firms need to outdo their
competitors in satisfying
customers
• Firms need also to understand
and respond to changes in
competition, channel and
regulators’ behaviours

The Synergy Concept
• The firm that creates marketing
tactics that fit together well and coordinates their implementation in
the right order will do much better
than the firm whose tactics and
implementation are confused and
disjointed.

• other functions of the valueadded chain need to be
integrated and co-ordinated
as well

Product
Life-Cycle
Stages Stages
and Marketing Tactics
Product
Life-Cycle

The Product Life-cycle

Sales

• Like a living organism, a product
goes through a birth stage, growth
stage, mature stage and decline
stage.
• Firms should emphasise different
marketing strategies and tactics at
different stages.
Copyright ©1997
Harcourt Brace &
Company.
All Rights Reserved.

Launch

Takeoff

Rapid Growth Shakeout Maturity Decline

Time

A New Theory of Marketing

New focus

• Marketing s changes its focus from
equilibrium management (why and how
markets settle down) to dissequilibrum
management (why and how markets are

• How and why is the market
changing?
• What is driving the change?

constantly changing through the development
of competitive products and production
processes)

Why?

Behaviour of Hypercompetition

• HYPERCOMPETITION
• Hypercompetition is when several
sellers are aggressively innovating
new products, distribution channels
and cost-cutting programs and
quickly imitating each other’s
innovations

The Macro and Micro Theories of Competitive Rationality
Buyers’ preferences and wants
are always being changed by
changes in supply.

The economic
process changes
the economic
structure. The
economic structure
changes the social
structure.

Sellers who can
implement their
innovations and
imitations faster are
more competitive.

The variation in
consumer demand is
constantly changing
The variation in the
supply offering is
constantly changing

Supply will shift to
serve the demand of
the most profitable
market segments

Effective product and
process innovations are
quickly imitated and
improved

Sellers are driven by
competition to
experiment with new,
innovative ways of
serving customers

Macro
Competitive
Rationality

Markets are
always in
disequilibrium.
Competition
increases when
supply exceeds
demand.

Sellers who
possess an
insatiable selfimprovement drive
are more
competitive.

Sellers learn directly
and by observing other
sellers how to serve
customers more
effectively
Sellers with more acute and
less biased perceptions of
how the market is changing
are more competitive.

Micro
Competitive
Rationality

• advantages do not last
• new market segments are created
• distribution innovations are very
important
• hypercompetitive markets feed
themselves
• price wars are common

The three drives
• The customer satisfaction
drive
• The process cost reduction
drive
• The process improvement
drive

The Macro and Micro Theories of Competitive Rationality
Buyers’ preferences and wants
are always being changed by
changes in supply.

The economic
process changes
the economic
structure. The
economic structure
changes the social
structure.

Sellers who can
implement their
innovations and
imitations faster are
more competitive.

The variation in
consumer demand is
constantly changing
The variation in the
supply offering is
constantly changing

Supply will shift to
serve the demand of
the most profitable
market segments

Effective product and
process innovations are
quickly imitated and
improved

Sellers are driven by
competition to
experiment with new,
innovative ways of
serving customers

Macro
Competitive
Rationality

Markets are
always in
disequilibrium.
Competition
increases when
supply exceeds
demand.

Sellers who
possess an
insatiable selfimprovement drive
are more
competitive.

Sellers learn directly
and by observing other
sellers how to serve
customers more
effectively
Sellers with more acute and
less biased perceptions of
how the market is changing
are more competitive.

Micro
Competitive
Rationality

Strategic marketing

OBJECTIVES
a What is planning?

Strategic
Planning

a Why organisations plan?
a What is strategy?
a What are the main schools of thought on strategy formation?
a What is the planning’s approach to strategy formation?
a Does formal planning pay?
a Why?

a Is there a better way to form strategies?

Planning

Planning is a formalised
procedure to produce an
articulated result, in
the form of an
integrated system of
decisions

WHAT IS STRATEGY?

aa plan
aa pattern
aa position

WHY TO PLAN?
aorganisations must plan to co-ordinate
their activities
aorganisations must plan to ensure that
the future is taken into account
aorganisations must plan to be “rational”
aorganisations must plan to control

Deliberate and Emergent
Strategies
Int
e
Str nded
ate
gy

De

Unrealised
Strategy

aa perspective
egy
nt Strat
Emerge

libe

rate

Str

ate
gy

Realised
Strategy

Strategy as position vs.
strategy as perspective
Strategy as Position

Strategy as Perspective
Old

New

Old

Egg McMufflin

Big Mac

The main schools of thought
on strategy formation
SCHOOL

New

McDuckling à
l’ Orange

Big Mac à table
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Managerial
Values

Evaluation & Choice of strategy

•Design
•Planning
•Positioning

VIEW OF PROCESS
Conceptual
Formal
Analytical

•Cognitive
•Entrepreneurial
•Learning
•Political
•Cultural
•Environmental
•Configurational

Mental
Visionary
Emergent
Power
Ideological
Passive
Episodic

The main premises of the
Planning School - premise1
Strategy formation should be
controlled and conscious as well
as a formalised and
elaborated process,
decomposed into distinct steps,
each delineated by checklists and
supported by techniques

Implementation of strategy

The main premises of the
Planning School - premise 2

The main premises of the
Planning School - premise 3

Responsibility for the overall
process rests with the chief
executive in principle;
responsibility for its execution
rests with the staff planners

Strategies come out of this process
fully developed, typically as
generic positions, to be explicated
so that they can then be
implemented through detailed
attention to objectives, budgets,
programs, and operating plans of
various kinds

In summary

What is wrong with
planning? (1)

Why Planning fails?

focuses on “objective”
detachment that
undermines commitment
and
evokes politics, and
a tendency toward
conservatism as well as .....

Core “Design School”/Planning
Model of Strategy FormationI
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Managerial
Values

Evaluation & Choice of strategy
Implementation of strategy

The New Role of Planning:

Strategic Programming

acodification of given strategy
aelaboration of that strategy decomposition
of its consequences into sub-strategies, ad
hoc programs, and action plans

aconversion of those sub-strategies,

programs and plans into routine budgets and
objectives (or performance controls)

athe fallacy of prediction
athe fallacy of detachment
athe fallacy of formalisation

Planning, Plans, and Planners around
the Black box of Strategy Formation

Inputs
to
the
Process
(Planners,
Plans)

Strategy
Formation

Outputs
of
the
Process
(Planning,
Plans,
Planners)

Support for
the Process
(planners)

When the use of strategic
programming is appropriate?

New Roles of Plans

aCommunication Media

Strategic Control:

Traditional (A& B); Enlarged (C& D)
Int
e
Str nded
ate
gy

Unrealised
Strategy

libe

rate

Str

ate
gy A

B

C

A: control of planned performance
B: control of implementation
C: control of realisation
D: control of strategic performance

Realised
Strategy

D

Performance

aControl Devices

De

egy
nt Strat
Emerge

The Role of Planners:
aFinders of strategy
aAnalysts
aCatalysts

A Framework for Planning,
Planners and Plans
ulat
si m
s as
Plan

ions

Plan

Strategic
Analysis
(planners)

s as

r
cont

o ls

Strategy
Formation

Catalysts
(planners)

Marketing
Decision
Making

External
Communication
and Control
(plans)

Scrutinising
Strategies
(planners)

Finding
Strategies
(planners)

Codifying
Strategies

Strategic
Programming
(planning)

Elaborating &
Converting
Strategies

Internal
Communication
and Control
(plans)

Objectives
aintroduce the current thinking on how
marketers should make decisions
athe concept of cross functional teams
ainformal and formal decision making
aannual marketing plans

Why the decision making
process is important?
aa clear competitive advantage is
to make informed decisions
quickly
aP. Drucker suggest that “crises in
organisations occur because the
assumptions on which the
organisation has been built and is
being run no longer fit reality”

Marketing Decision Making
a The relationship between
marketing decision making and
general business decision making
is in transition
aCross-functional marketing
decision appears to be the way to
go.

Benefits of crossfunctional teams in NPD
aenables marketing, design, operational
and cost problems to be solved AT THE
SAME TIME, not sequentially
aINCREASES shared insights, learning
and control
aBREAKS DOWN the silo mentality of
bureaucratic organisation
aREDUCES TIME to introduce a new
product to the market

Why the decision making
process is important?

aan organisation’s survival lies
in its ability to learn and adapt
quickly.
aPlans must be altered at the
very time they are
implemented

What would be the role of marketing
function under the cross functional
teams DM regime?

aprepare environmental reports
asuggest new strategies and
tactics
adevelop action plans and
programs
aimplement action plans &
programs

Continuous team decision
making

1. Casual discussion
among executives
2. Formal meetings

Informal
Decision
Making

Continuous Marketing Decision Making

Discussion among
executives
Discussion of changes
in marketplace
environment

.

. Reporting
of problems
with implementation
. Discussion
of a new
idea or project

Monthly executive
planning meetings
Reporting of changes in
marketplace by everyone

.
. Reporting
of
implementation progress

R&D
engineer
Production
Manager

Designer

General
Manager
Sales/ marketing
manager

Formal
Decision
Making

by everyone

. Discussion
of new
strategies and project

Financial
officer

ideas

. Reassessment
and
updating of plan

Annual Audit of Decision Making
Formal annual planning report

written environmental analysis and sales and
. Update
share forecasts
strategies and projects adopted, in process,
. Summarise
and to be implemented
.. Checking of environment-strategy fit
Development and approval of budget and action plans

Functions of the annual
marketing plan

aenvironmental analysis UPDATES everyone
on important and emerging issues and what
has been learned
aALLOWS FOR A REVIEW of the new
strategies and tactics
aCHECKS THE FIT between current and
proposed environment and the changing
market environment
aREMINDS the executive committee and
others the goals assumptions made and
project priorities

Meshing Strategy and Tactical Programs with Business Environmental Facts

Competitor
facts
viewpoint

Channel
facts
viewpoint

Strategy and
tactics must pass
a fits-allenvironmentalfacts test
Do the facts also
suggest a better
way?

Public policy
facts
viewpoint

Strategy/
tactic

Informal processes
ahelps to overcome political
obstacles
again co-operation, resources and
control
aresults in the suggestions and
enhancement of new tactics and
strategy

The Annual Planning Process
Chapters (4-8)

Chapters (9-16)

Chapters (17-19)

Business environment
analysis

Strategy/
Development

Action planning

Describe and critically
evaluate the current
strategy

Develop creative
marketing programs and
associated forecasts and
budgets, starting with
product/ service
competitive positioning,
design, and development

Develop program
action plans and
specific budgets

Undertake
environmental analysis
of consumers,
competitors, channels,
government policy, and
company situation
Highlight new facts,
insights, and
environmental changes
for senior management
Senior management
imposes specific
corporate objectives,
top-down strategies,
and tentative resource
constraints

Mesh strategy against
internal and external
environmental
constraints, starting with
positioning strategy
Senior
management
review

Copyright ©1997 Harcourt Brace & Company.
All Rights Reserved.

Develop control
and review
procedures

Senior
management
review

PAGE

Executive Summary

1

Environment Report

2-7

Consumer Analysis
Competitor Analysis
Channel Analysis
Public Policy Analysis
Company Analysis
Strategy Report

Organisation
facts
viewpoint

Coordinate with
production and
other functional
action plans

The Typical Contents of an Annual
Marketing Plan
CONTENTS

Consumer
facts
viewpoint

Screen budgeted
performance
against financial
goals

8-12

Positioning Strategy
Product Programs
Pricing/Promotion Programs
Distribution/Sales Programs
Advertising/Publicity Programs
Control Programs
Forecasts and Budgets

13-15

A Framework for Planning,
Planners and Plans
ions
ulat
m
i
s
s as
rols
Plan
cont
s
a
s
Plan

Strategic
Analysis
(planners)

Strategy
Formation

Catalysts
(planners)

Scrutinising
Strategies
(planners)

Finding
Strategies
(planners)

Codifying
Strategies

Strategic
Programming
(planning)

Elaborating &
Converting
Strategies

Continuous Marketing Decision Making

Informal
Decision
Making

Discussion among
executives
Discussion of changes
in marketplace
environment

.
.
.

External
Communication
and Control
(plans)

Reporting of problems
with implementation
Discussion of a new
idea or project

Designer

General
Manager
Sales/ marketing
manager

Financial
officer

.
.
.
.

Reporting of
implementation progress
by everyone
Discussion of new
strategies and project
ideas
Reassessment and
updating of plan

Annual Audit of Decision Making
Formal annual planning report
Update written environmental analysis and sales and
share forecasts
Summarise strategies and projects adopted, in process,
and to be implemented

.
.
..

Formal
Decision
Making

Monthly executive
planning meetings
Reporting of changes in
marketplace by everyone

R&D
engineer
Production
Manager

Internal
Communication
and Control
(plans)

Checking of environment-strategy fit
Development and approval of budget and action plans

The Annual Planning Process
Chapters (4-8)

Chapters (9-16)

Chapters (17-19)

Business environment
analysis

Strategy/
Development

Action planning

Describe and critically
evaluate the current
strategy

Develop creative
marketing programs and
associated forecasts and
budgets, starting with
product/ service
competitive positioning,
design, and development

Develop program
action plans and
specific budgets

Undertake
environmental analysis
of consumers,
competitors, channels,
government policy, and
company situation

Screen budgeted
performance
against financial
goals

Mesh strategy against
internal and external
environmental
constraints, starting with
positioning strategy

Highlight new facts,
insights, and
environmental changes
for senior management

Coordinate with
production and
other functional
action plans

Senior
management
review

Senior management
imposes specific
corporate objectives,
top-down strategies,
and tentative resource
constraints

Develop control
and review
procedures

Senior
management
review
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Meshing Strategy and Tactical Programs with Business Environmental Facts

Competitor
facts
viewpoint

Channel
facts
viewpoint

Strategy and
tactics must pass
a fits-allenvironmentalfacts test
Do the facts also
suggest a better
way?

Public policy
facts
viewpoint

Strategy/
tactic

Consumer
facts
viewpoint

Organisation
facts
viewpoint

Objectives

Analysing the
Organisation

To learn:
• How to analyse an organisation
• how to identify core competencies

• how to use portfolio analysis and set
objectives
• how to identify and analyse competitors
• how to anticipate competitor moves

Mission statements
• Companies build their competencies around
their mission, processes and people and not
around a around a bureaucratic management
structure
• A corporate mission should describe:
– target markets
– the basic product or service
– principal technologies to be mastered and
– competitive competencies to be employed

Core Process Competencies
• Mission may provide INADEQUATE
GUIDANCE on the core competencies that
should be developed
• a company should search for a COMMON
THREAD in its activities and acquisitions
• Threads (or process competencies) involve:
purchasing, production, R&D, human
resources, materials, logistics and
marketing

Identifying Market Competencies

• The company should AUDIT itself to identify
specific competencies, in areas such as:

The further a company moves
away from its current products
or markets the LESS LIKELY
it is to make a profit

– financial position,
– market position,
– product position,
– pricing,
– inbound logistics,
– production,
– out-bound logistics,
– trade relations,
– communication and sales-force
• Use “BENCHMARKING” not only with the best
competitors but the best companies in other industries
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Product Portfolio Analyses

Portfolio analysis and financial
goals

Problem Child

High

F
B

Divestment

D
Cash
Cow

Dog

E

Low

(in constant dollars,
relative to GNP growth)

Market Growth Rate

Portfolio models are based on two
dimensions:
• the attractiveness of the industry/market
and
• the competitive position of the company
within the industry or market

Star

A

G
Divestment
10x

1x
Market Share Dominance

.1x

(Share relative to largest competitor)

Product Portfolio Analyses
Determinants of Business Strength

Determinants of
Industry
Attractiveness

Business Strength

Size

High

Market Growth

Inflation Vulnerability
Technical Role
Social Environment
Legal Environment
Human

4

High

Industry Attractiveness

Industry Profitability

Medium

5

Market Diversity
Competitive Structure
Change

Strengths/
Weaknesses
Image
Pollution
People

Profitability
Margins
Technology
Position

Size
Growth
Share
Position

4

A

3

Low

2

1

C

B
F

Medium 3

2
E

Low

1

D

Invest/Grow
Harvest/Divest

A Critique of Portfolio models
• strategy is not driven by simple risk
reduction but by recognising environmental
issues and technological competencies
• investors have little control over the
portfolio
• considerations of the synergies among
products and markets in the portfolio

Selectivity/Earnings

Alternative Financial Performance Goals

Setting Financial Goals:Time and
Risk Trade Offs
• trade-off between long-term growth
and short-term profit making
• trade-off between assured, stable
financial performance and high risk
adventurous strategy

Emphasis on?

Short-term,
cash and profits

Short-term growth,
long-term profits

Conservative,
assured
performance

Safe cow:

Safe calf:

short-term,
low-risk profits

long-term,
low-risk profits

High but
uncertain
performance

Wild cow:

Wild calf:

short-term,
high-risk profits

long-term,
high-risk profits

Emphasis on?
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To assess and organisation's level of
SOCIABILITY, ask the following questions:

How to assess an
organisation's culture?

1. People here try to make friends and to keep their
relationships strong
2. People here get along very well
3. People in our group often socialise outside the office
4. People here really like one another
5. When people leave our group, we stay in touch
6. People here do favours for others because they like one
another
7. People here often confide in one another about personal
matters

SCALE: LOW

MEDIUM

HIGH

To assess an organisation's level of
SOLIDARITY, ask the following questions:
1. Our group (organisation, division, unit, team)
understands and shares the same business objectives
2. Work gets done effectively and productively
3. Our group takes strong action to address poor
performance
4. Our collective will to win is high
5. When opportunities for competitive advantage arise,
we move quickly to capitalise on them
6. We share the same strategic goals
7. We know who the competition is

Internal politics between marketing
and production functions

• the growth-choke trade off

The Evolution of Organisation Learning and Competitive Advantage
Competitive
advantage
Process
learning curve

1996

Competitive
advantage

Organisation learning
process research

Process
learning curve

• adaptation-efficiency trade
off

Competitive
advantage

1900

1996

Process
learning curve

1800

1996

Design and product
development process research

Manufacturing process research
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Examples of Levels of Competition

Analysing
Competition

Beer
Ice
Cream

Wine

Mineral
water
Fast
food

Regular
colas

Diet-virgin
cola
Diet-Pepsi
Fruit Diet Coke
flavoured
Lemon
colas
limes
Coffee
Seasonal
tickets

• Do not put too much emphasis on
statistics like number of competitors,
aggregate market shares, etc but on
MARKET DYNAMICS
• do not ignore SMALL COMPETITORS,

Diet
lemon
limes
Juices

Target segment
competition:
diet colas
Product
category
competition
soft drinks

Video
rentals

Core benefit
competition:
beverages
Budget competition:
food & entertainment

Monitor CHANGES in competitors
market share
Check competitors’ R&D share
Check competitors’ mind share
Check competitors’ voice share

Relationship Market-share analysis
SELLERS

MAJOR RESSELERS

A
X 20%
Y 20
Z 10

SELLERS

Reseller’s
share

50%

A
X 40%
Y 10
Z 0

Reseller’s
share

50%

B

C

D

E

20%
0
0
20%

5%
5
0
10%

0
5%
5
10%

5%
0
5
10%

B

C

D

E

0%
10
10
20%

5%
5
0
10%

0%
5
5
10%

5%
0
5
10%

Seller’s Share
50%
30%
20%
100%
Seller’s Share
50%
30%
20%
100%

Track CHANGES in the
BALANCE OF POWER
between sellers and
resellers
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The Technological S-Curve

Check the
HISTORY of the
markets or
competition

Check how real is the
threat of new competitors
entering the markets

What prevents them
for entering the
market?

Retention

Routine 2

Selection
Technical
Performance

Variation
Retention

Routine 1

Selection
Variation
Time

Threat of new competitors: types
of barriers
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Economies of scale & scope in research Economies of scale & scope in production
Economies of scale & scope in distribution)
Locked in distribution channelsAdvertising expenditureProprietary patents Ownership of raw materials
Location advantages
Government regulations
Customer switching costsBrand franchises Management Expertise -

Current and Potential Competition

Check for converging technologies
and merging markets
Check how real is the threat that
channels will INTEGRATE
vertically
Check competitors’ merger and
take-over activity

Threat through vertical
integration or
encouraging new entry

Suppliers who work with you to
make you more competitive or
play you against your competition

Threat of new entrants,
including those resulting
from mergers and takeovers

Competition among
current rivals

Threat through vertical
integration or
encouraging new entry

Distributors who work with you to
make you more competitive or
play you against your competition

Substitute threats
Threat through joint
venturing if suppliers’
product/services are
involved

Threat through joint
venturing or
encouraging entry
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Auditing Current Competitors
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Financial position
Market position
Product position
Pricing
Inbound logistics processes
Production processes
Outbound logistics processes
Trade relations processes
Adverting promotion processes
Sales force processes

Categorising competitors

• Prospectors
• Analysers
• Defenders
• Reactors

Anticipating Competitor Behaviour

• Understand its objectives and competitive
thinking
• Study past behaviour of firm and executives
involved
• What signals do they send? Are they credible?
• What game-playing rules exist in the industry?
• Think through the impact on trading
relationships.
• Think about the technological and other
innovation-imitation PATHS that are currently
driving competition.
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Objectives

Analysing
Market channels

To learn:

• what are the main trends in distribution
channels
• what is the role of the internet
• what functions are performed by
intermediaries
• how to audit intermediaries

Concentration of retailer’s power
• 100 retailers in UK account for 70% of sales
• Food outlets as % of all outlets:
•
•
•
•

62.3% in UK;
30.1% ,France;
19% Germany;
33.4% Italy

• head of population per outlet:
•
•
•
•

202 in UK,
169 in France,
196 Germany;
91 Italy

• Although online shopping more than
doubled in size to an estimated £1.4 billion,
this still represented less than 1% of all
retail sales, according to Verdict Research
• on-line shopping is unlikely to account for
more than 1% of the $2 trillion retail sales
in Europe the next decade

1

2

The basic functions of channel
members
• physical and psychological market
positioning
• point of purchase promotion/displays
• transportation & storage
• customer training, education, after sales
maintenance & repair services
• risk taking and financing
• market research

Channel marketing strategy ought to
accomplish several objectives:
• Selecting target consumer segments with
product needs consistent with the marketer's
value proposition.
• Selecting channels that deliver desired
consumer benefits and are compatible with the
consumer needs segments.
• Configuring the value chain so that it
– (1) leverages the components of greatest value to the consumer,
– (2) assigns responsibility for delivery of each component to the
participant (manufacturer, channel, etc.) most effective at delivering value
to the consumer with an acceptable return to the manufacturer.

Who should undertake these activities? the
channel member or the seller?

Channel audit
•
•
•
•

•competence
•cost
•control

changes in technology
new entrants
changes in established trading relationships
changes in the way existing members do
business

Offensive investment

Auditing individual resellers

Distributor A

growth rate

40%

• trading performance
• market positioning & served
markets
• competitive selling effort
• purchasing behaviour

Defensive entrenchment

60%

Distributor B

20%

Distributor C

0%
-20%
-40%
-60%

Distributor E
10%

Distributor D

20%

abandonment strategy

30%

40%

penetration

50%

60%

strategic retreat
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Objectives
To learn:

Analysing Customers

A Model of Consumer Behaviour for Deep Benefit Segment

To understand what
uses and situation
differences drive
different benefits and
features sought

User differences:
•Income
•Life cycle
•Lifestyle

Relationship between
person and situation

Situation usage differences:
•Physical
•Social
•Psychological

•Different benefits sought
•Different product features/
specifications sought

Unfolding the causes and effects of
the different benefit segments

•Beliefs and ratings
•Choice rules
To understand how benefits
influence perceptions, choices, and
behaviour
•Brand loyalty
•Heavy usage

Benefits Sought
Mental/intellectual benefits
Curiosity
Problem solving
Education
Control
Creativity
Truth
Spiritual benefits
Peace
Communality
Philosophy
Patriotism
Ritual
Guilt

Relationship between
behaviours

•Price sensitivity
•Shopping behaviour

Sample of Products
Tourism, books
Games, detective stories
College, TV documentaries
Yoga classes, religious items
Artwork, gardening tools
Non-fiction books
Meditation tapes, vacations
Club memberships, trendy items
Books, Internet
Flags, political items
Christmas decorations, engagement rings
Gifts, religious items

• what process to use to segment the
market
• what is benefit segmentation

Benefits Sought

Sample of Products

Physical/bodily benefits
Health
Physical fitness
Beauty
Procreation
Sex
Safety
Thirst
Hunger
Mobility
Sleep
Emotional benefits
Love
Friendship
Pleasure
Humour
Aggression
Power

STAGE

Vitamins, new drugs
trainers, treadmills
Cosmetics, jewellery
Artificial insemination
Spouses, blue movies
Seat belts, security systems
Non-alcoholic beverages
Food
Automobiles, aeroplanes
Bedding, drugs
Flowers, gifts
Social clubs, cards
Music, drugs, food
Comics, television
Karate classes, football
Investments, private schools

PRIORITIES MAJOR PURCHASES

Fledgling teens and early 20s Self, socialising, education
Appearance products, clothing, automobiles, recreation,
hobbies, travel

Courting: 20s

Self and other, pair bonding, career

Furniture and furnishings, entertainment and entertaining,
clothing

Nest building: 20s and early 30s

Babies and career

Home, garden, do-it-yourself items; baby-care products;
insurance

Full nest: 30-50s Children and others, career, midlife crisis
Children's food, clothing, education, transportation,
orthodontics, career and life counselling

Empty nest: 50-75

Self and Others, Relaxation

hobbies, luxury automobiles, boats, investments

Sole survivor: 70-90

Self, health, loneliness

Health-care services; diet, security, and comfort

1

Lifestyle
• An individual pattern of living as exhibited in
a person’s activities, interests, and opinions
(AIOs).

Some Typical AIOs Inventory Questions
– Activity Questions:

• In what outdoor sports do you participate at least once a
week?
• How many books do you read each year?
• How often do you visit shopping centres?
• To how many clubs do you belong?
– Interests Questions:
• In which of the following are you most interested-sports,
church, or work?
• How important is it to you to try new foods?
• How important is it to you to get ahead in life?

Examples of Questions in AIOs
Inventories
– Opinions

• Women should have free choice
regarding abortion
• Educators are paid too much money
• We must be prepared for nuclear war
• The death penalty should be reinstated in
all countries
http://future.sri.com/VALS/VALSindex.html

Nonuser of Product Category
•Unaware of product/service
•Aware but-has never seriously considered purchase
•Aware but product/service is unavailable in channels
•Aware but habit and inertia prevent trial
•Aware but a perceived risk prevents trial
•Aware but rejected because of believed poor
performance
• Aware but rejected because of high price
•Tried and rejected because of poor performance
•Tried and rejected because of low value for money
•Previously used but no longer needed

Product User but Non-brand User
• Unaware of brand
• Aware but has never seriously considered purchase
•Aware but brand is unavailable in channels
•Aware but habit and inertia prevent trial
•Aware but a perceived risk prevents trial
• Aware but rejected because of believed poor
performance
•Aware but rejected because of high price
•Tried and rejected because of poor performance
•Tried and rejected because of low value for money
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Choice rule segmentation

• Logical choice behaviour
• Experiential choice behaviour
• Habitual choice behaviour

Types of Loyalty
•
•
•
•

Emotional loyalty
Identity loyalty
Differentiated loyalty
Contract loyalty

• Switching cost loyalty
• Familiarity loyalty
• Convenience loyalty

An Adaptive Model of Shopping and Decision Making

Consumer search behaviour &
shopping segmentation
• complex search and shopping behaviour
• recreational shopping
• media use

Precipitating
purchase
circumstances

Shopper experience,
knowledge, and
attitudes

Purchase specification

Friends, relatives,
catalogues,
newspaper ads, and
consumer reports

Store visit

Identification of
other stores

Store sale
advertising

Salesperson
Purchase (re) specification
Identification of best alternative

Yes
It is exactly
what was
wanted?

No

Is the benefit
of further
shopping
worth the
cost?

Yes

No
Purchase

Frequency of use of Consumer
segmentation variables
• Demographics
– choice of sales regions
– estimating segment size
– choice of local distribution channels that cater different
ages, income & education groups
– choice of media that serve different age, income

• Usage situation
– product performance specifications
– delivery service
– advertising themes
– brochure designs
– written & video usage instructions
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Frequency of use of Consumer
segmentation variables

• Benefits sought

– different models with different features
– different advertising messages
– sales training

• Beliefs
– new offerings that solve previous problem
– campaigns that raise awareness
– campaign that change image positioning

• Heavy product usage
– special (size quality) products
– special services
– promotional programs, financial terms

Frequency of use of Consumer
segmentation variables
• Channel loyalty
– choice of distributors
– different product mix for different distribution
channels

• Heavy media use
– promotion tailored to media
– media buying
– message tailored to media

Limits of market segmentation

• it can be more costly
• difficult to control many
segments
• segment migration or dynamic
change problems
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A Model of Consumer Behaviour for Deep Benefit Segment

To understand what
uses and situation
differences drive
different benefits and
features sought

User differences:
•Income
•Life cycle
•Lifestyle

Relationship between
person and situation

Situation usage differences:
•Physical
•Social
•Psychological

•Different benefits sought
•Different product features/
specifications sought

Unfolding the causes and effects of
the different benefit segments

•Beliefs and ratings
•Choice rules
To understand how benefits
influence perceptions, choices, and
behaviour
•Brand loyalty
•Heavy usage

Relationship between
behaviours

•Price sensitivity
•Shopping behaviour

An Adaptive Model of Shopping and Decision Making
Precipitating
purchase
circumstances

Shopper experience,
knowledge, and
attitudes

Purchase specification

Friends, relatives,
catalogues,
newspaper ads, and
consumer reports

Store visit

Identification of
other stores

Store sale
advertising

Salesperson
Purchase (re) specification
Identification of best alternative

Yes
It is exactly
what was
wanted?

No

Yes

Is the benefit
of further
shopping
worth the
cost?

No
Purchase
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Objectives

Market
Intelligence

How Gathered Market Information is Used
Data/Information
Market Research Techniques

Customer visits

To understand:
• how managers decide which information
gathering techniques to employ ?
• how firms use market intelligence?

Getting Closer to the Customer

Knowledge/Insight
Decision-maker’s
Mental Model of the Market

Product Designer

Product Designer

Consumer environment

Focus groups/advisory
boards

Market Executive
Competition environment

Customer surveys

Research Firm Analyst
Trade shows

Channels environment

Telephone Interviewer

Reverse engineering
Government and industry
reports/newsletters
Computer databases

Public policy and
ethics environment

Research methods
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Customer

Customer

Do-It-Yourself Market Research

Traditional Market Research

Organisational environment

Competitor annual reports
Government industry reports
Computer databases and Scanning Services
Focus groups
Surveys
Trade shows
Reverse engineering

Basic Market research process
1. Problem recognition
2. Meet and Define problem & Determine
how to solve it
3. Search Secondary and Syndicated data
sources
4. Undertake Quick and Dirty Primary
Research
5. Undertake thorough primary research
6. Analyse Information
7. Present findings
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Intelligence gathering in
hypercompetitive markets

Intelligence gathering in
hypercompetitive markets

• CFT continuously in touch with and VISITING
lead customers and suppliers
• more use of QUALITATIVE and observational
research by CFT
• more effort to find and keep resident engineers that
can quickly REVERSE ENGINEER new
competitor products
• MORE USE of sale, distributor and foreign
subsidiary market intelligence, MORE
REWARDING to intelligence generators

• use of INTERNET industry newsletter, industry gossip
networks and industry clipping services
• more use of CONTINUOUS TRACKING buyer
behaviour, trade inventories and customer satisfaction
services
• development of market DISSATISFACTION MARKET
RESEARCH process that tracks and quickly follows up
queries, complaints, returns and guarantee claims
• use of SMALL NUMBER of market research suppliers to
run tracking surveys, regular use of focus groups and
quick telephone and mall-intercept surveys

What factors discourage the best
use of information?
• MYOPIC SHORT TERM perspective confine research
• information that CHALLENGES CONVENTIONAL
WISDOM, beliefs and mental models may threatens the
credibility and intuition of Senior mgmt
• fear of listening to “FICKLE” consumer tastes rather than
by its own radical innovations
• research is enacted at the last minute TO JUSTIFY
decisions already taken
• in bureaucratic organisation is used TO FRUSTRATE OR
DELAY decision making rather than to improve it
• use of JARGON and mind-mumbling complexity

Positioning
Strategy

Objectives
To learn
• how to develop a positioning strategy
• how to turn a positioning concept into
a real product

Benefit Segmentation and Quality Functional Deployment

To understand their
causes so as to serve
them better

User
differences:
•income
•life cycle
•life style

Situation usage
differences:
•physical
•social
•psychological

Product
Specs
Unfolding the different
benefit segments

Consumer
Benefits

a

QFD matrix for
each segment

•Beliefs and ratings
•Choice rules

To understand their
different behaviours
•Brand loyalty
•Heavy usage

•Price sensitivity
•Shopping behaviour
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An Intuitive Map of the Analgesic Market
Gentleness
(side effects)

Segment cluster 1
Age=5+5
Use: fever

• Which product attributes should
you use in positioning maps?
• How to turn product attribute
perceptions into engineered
products?

Segment cluster 2
Age=70+10
Use: arthritis
Tylenol
Datril
Generic
acetaminophen
Bufferin
Advil

Extra-Strength Tylenol
Segment cluster 3
Age=30+10
Use: aches

Effectiveness
(efficacy)

Bayer
Private-label
aspirin Anacin

Quality Added Analysis
or economic value analysis

• the extra price the target
market is prepared to pay
to for added quality.

3 4
Easy to hold
4
5
Does not smear
5
4
Point lasts
Does not roll
2 3
5 56 10 70
Whitesharp (now)
Competitor X (now) 5 84 12 80
Competitor Y (now) 4 41 10 60
5.5 100 6 80
Whitesharp (new)

Quality added

Whitesharp (new)

Competitor Y (now)

Competitor X (now)

Whitesharp (now)

Quality Function
Deployment (QFD)
converts a positioning
concept into an engineered
product

Benchmarks Consumer benefits

Strong correlation

Importance ratings

Some correlation

Pencil length (inch)
Time between
sharpenings
Lead dust (partcls/line)
Hexagonality (%)

Product
Specifications

Demand void

3 3 4
4 5 5
5 3 5
3 3 4

Feasibility Analysis
• A feasible position is a differentiation
position that can be made into a
product (using QFD) and sold at a price
(using QA analysis) such that the
required sales to meet the financial
goals are feasible.
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Feasibility Analysis (break-even
analysis)
Revenues/cost
£000s
500
400
300

Total
revenue
Total
costs

200
100
50 150 250 350 450 550 650
Sales Volume
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An Intuitive Map of the Analgesic Market
Gentleness
(side effects)

Segment cluster 1
Age=5+5
Use: fever
Segment cluster 2
Age=70+10
Use: arthritis
Tylenol
Datril
Generic
acetaminophen
Bufferin
Advil

Extra-Strength Tylenol
Segment cluster 3
Age=30+10
Use: aches

Effectiveness
(efficacy)

Bayer
Private-label
aspirin Anacin

Benchmarks Consumer benefits

3
Easy to hold
4
Does not smear
5
Point lasts
Does not roll
2
5
56
10
70
Whitesharp (now)
Competitor X (now) 5 84 12 80
Competitor Y (now) 4 41 10 60
5.5 100 6 80
Whitesharp (new)

Quality added

Strong correlation

Importance ratings
Whitesharp (now)
Competitor X (now)
Competitor Y (now)
Whitesharp (new)

Some correlation

Pencil length (inch)
Time between
sharpenings
Lead dust (partcls/line)
Hexagonality (%)

Product
Specifications

Demand void

4 3 3 4
5 4 5 5
4 5 3 5
3

3 3 4
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Branding
• What is brand equity?
• To learn how to build strong brands
• To learn how to reinforce and revitalise
brands

• Brand equity is the differential effect of
brand knowledge on consumer response to
the marketing of the brand.
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3
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